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ABSTRACT

CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS

This research project seeks to examine how real estate agents
view Zillow both on favorability and how they feel Zillow
has added value to agents. An analysis of the various aspects
of Zillow’s marketing services shows a negative favorability
towards Zillow by real estate agents. It can be concluded that
real estate agents’ negative viewpoint is due to Zillow’s threat
to the need of agents.

Overall, the research of this study concludes that real estate agents are more likely to have a
negative or neutral favorability towards Zillow and how they feel it adds value to the
profession. Agents were more likely to have a negative favorability to various marketing
services offered by Zillow.
One explanation for why real estate agents feel negatively towards Zillow and its marketing
services is that they believe Zillow has a problem with displaying inaccurate information.
One of the most frequent issues discussed in the open-end section of the survey was the
inaccuracies that Zillow provided. Many of the agents believed that Zillow displayed
inaccurate information about listed properties. They also thought that Zillow displayed false
information about properties that were not actually for sale.

INTRODUCTION
Until recently, real estate professionals were the exclusive
guardians of that information, and these agents held it close
to themselves so that prospective buyers and sellers had to
seek them out, but the has Internet changed the real estate
industry.

A second explanation for why real estate agents had a more negative or neutral favorability
towards Zillow are the cost of Zillow’s marketing services. Respondents cited the large costs
of premium advertising, and how agents with the most money dominate the website.
A third and final explanation for the turnout of this research survey would be that real estate
agents don’t believe that Zillow and its marketing services add value to the profession. A
rationalization for this would be that agents believe that Zillow greatly benefits a home
buyer/seller rather than the agent. Along with other MLS websites. A real estate agent may
feel threatened now that the general public has an easily accessible source instead of having
to come directly to the agent and therefore the agent feels the services offered by the real
estate profession are devalued.

Out of the many online real estate sites that have developed,
none could compete in size and popularity with Zillow.
Founded in 2006, Zillow is an online real estate database
company. Housing data on over 110 million homes across the
United States, Zillow goes beyond just information on
current homes for sale.

A prime limitation of this study was the location of where the
population sample came from, that of West Michigan. The real
estate industry is heavily influenced by geographical location.
Real estate laws vary greatly from state to state, which influence
common practice of the real estate agents. Different geographical
locations also affect the diversity makeup of the agents.
Understanding how Zillow has added value to the real estate
industry is a complex issue. On one side, the public has a much
easier access to basic real estate information that was once only
available to those working in the real estate industry. On the other
side, real estate agents perceive Zillow publishes inaccurate real
estate information and could eventually replace agents. This
study helped explore the negative relationship between real estate
agents and Zillow. Further research could lead to ways agents
could better utilize Zillow and Zillow could better serve the
marketing interests of agents, creating a positive relationship
between the platform and the professional real estate industry.
While the results concluded that agents did not have a
favorability towards Zillow, many agents still used one or more
of its marketing services at one time or another. The results also
showed that Zillow is a major player in the industry, and that it
will remain that way for some time. Further research should be
done to monitor Zillow’s influence and to see how real estate
agents adapt to changes to the industry during this digital era of
marketing

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Total Favorability (Normalized)

The intended population for this research project was agents
located within the Western Michigan region. There is
currently an estimated 1,500+ active licensed agents in West
Michigan who are members of local associations of Realtors
(Greater Kalamazoo Area Association of Realtors, Greater
Grand Rapids Area Association of Realtors, and Battle Creek
Area Association of Realtors).
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Favorability Normalized to Maximize Score

The primary tool for collecting data was using the online
application Google Forms. The survey was divided into four
sections. Overall, questions included how they feel it has
contributed to their value as an agent, how/if they spend
money advertising on Zillow, and how Zillow has affected
the industry now than it was 5 years ago.
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